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I think we’ve all either heard or have stated it ourselves that one benefit to the challenges of 2020 is that 

we’ve learned to slow down a bit – to enjoy the basics of life, to become maybe just a little more 

purposeful in what we do with our time and our energies.  And that’s a word, purposeful, with which I 

started challenging myself during my last several years of coaching - not just in terms of season 

objectives, missions, and life lessons, but even more so at strategic and tactical levels for how to 

approach week-to-week, day-to-day, and even minute-to-minute planning and execution of coaching.  

Thus, my hope this season is that I can take some of the lessons-learned and share with coaches (as well 

as the parents who enjoy seeing and hearing some behind-the-scenes stuff) some perspectives on how 

we as teachers of the game can become more insightful, more concise, more efficient, and more 

confident in our roles – in effect, more purposeful. 

But what does that really mean, and how does it impact our players, both their experiences and their 

development?  I’d argue that, primarily, it affects our ability to teach the skills and tactics of the game.  

I’m not a schoolteacher, but if were, I can guarantee you that if I went into a new school year with an 

entirely new group of kids and wasn’t extremely purposeful in my thoughts and my actions, I’d have no 

shot of adding the value expected of me.  To do my job effectively, just like in coaching, I’d have to 

determine the relative strengths and weaknesses of my students.  I’d have to figure out their 

personalities and what works and doesn’t work for each of them, learning which strings to pull or buttons 

to push to bring out their best.  I’d have to determine where we can reasonably strive to be by the end of 

the year, individually and collectively, and create a plan to get there.  I’d have to have a firm grasp of the 

building blocks for achievement – knowing which skills and abilities must be mastered prior to moving on 

to the next topic or lesson, and which ones can be run in parallel and steadily improved throughout the 

course of the entire year.  I’d have to find creative ways for helping my students understand the rationale 

for why learning certain things is important, often explaining and illustrating that the ways they are doing 

or thinking about them are wrong, and then helping them break those bad habits or instincts and replace 

them with better ones.  And, perhaps most importantly, I’d have to possess a strong handle on how I 
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was going to hold them accountable, making sure each of them understands that if something’s 

important enough for me to talk about, or for us to use valuable time to learn it or practice it, then it’s 

critical that they do their absolute best to incorporate it into their learning and their actions. 

So, that all likely sounds good at some thirty-thousand-foot level, but you’re probably again asking, “How 

does this translate specifically to me and my actual coaching.”  Here’s one example, one word, which I 

think is especially applicable right now as we’re all early in our seasons – drill. 

I’m guessing at some point we’ve all said something along the lines of, “I learned some cool forechecking 

drills at that class last weekend,” or “Listen-up, I want to explain this angling drill,” or “Coaches, this is 

awful; we need to do a flow drill next practice.”  The appreciation for drills has become so instinctive to 

us, the word itself so commonplace, that if we’re not careful (i.e. purposeful about it), we can easily let 

inertia take us down the path of “new is good, more is better,” or even worse, “complicated is best.”  I’m 

not disparaging learning and incorporating new or better ones; we all need to be growing in that 

knowledge.  However, I would suggest we force ourselves to think of drill less as noun and more as a 

verb… “To impart by strict training, discipline, or action.”  We can’t just line our players up and blow the 

whistle every few seconds; we’re obligated instead to drill into them the correct way to think about, 

approach, and execute the action or a series of actions on which we’re focused, whether it’s skill-based or 

tactical.  And often that involves stripping or clearing-out, bad habits… “To pierce a hole by boring.”  In 

that regard, sometimes the best drills are the ones that set players up for failure, exposing incorrect ways 

of doing things, and then either through the same drill, or often via subsequent ones, building them back 

up the correct way. 

Following are three points (the first one requiring a broad backdrop; the latter two, fairly direct) 

regarding the types of drills I encourage each of us to consider this season:  First, most of the drills 

you run should be narrowly-focused.  A drill itself should have one, maybe two objectives.  If, for 

example, you’re having your kids start by making a pass out of the corner, then skating up to a cone to 

do a power turn, then proceeding across ice to a tire for a transition, then skating backwards to another 

tire for another transition, then cutting a 360 around a final cone, and then catching a pass and taking a 

quick shot on net – what’s the objective in that?  Is it to effectively, or at least efficiently, hit all those 

skill sets?  Or is to kill some time with a drill that somehow looks and feels appropriate?  Unfortunately, 

regardless of intent, the result is invariably going to be the latter. 

Whether it’s Mites, 12Us, or Jr. Gold, there are going to be practices where you decide to work on, for 

example, power turns.  Then do a power turn drill where that’s the sole activity, the single objective.  

Every player will clearly know the purpose, the focus, and the expectation, and they can give their 

complete attention to working on that one thing.  Also, every coach involved in the drill can be on the 
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same page - watching, critiquing, and instructing - helping to hold each player accountable for not only 

doing his/her best but for also stepping outside of his/her comfort zone in order to optimize 

improvement.  And this approach works for any skill set or any activity that can be broken-down into 

small, isolated blocks of thought and execution.  For example:  Shooting – stationary shooting at the 

boards vs. just concluding a drill with a shot on net.  Passing – discipled stationary passing with a partner 

ten feet away vs. cross-ice slapping while skating up-ice.  Angling/Rub-Outs – a half dozen deliberate 

strides along the boards vs. coming cross-ice full-speed.  Forecheck – 2-v-1 attacking of a puck carrier 

from just outside the corner vs. throwing it in from the blueline and having multiple players chase.  

Breakout – everything condensed into the low zone with quick-hit, high-tempo one-two-three passes and 

done vs. tossing it in from mid-ice and ignoring the crucial down-low routes, pivots, and timings. 

Of course, that’s just a flavor of some of the ways that various objectives can be isolated into extremely 

focused and teachable drills.  If you’re coaching young players or lower skill levels, I’d encourage you to 

spend a large portion of every practice on these types of activities, regardless of whether you structure 

them as stations or full-team drills.  And for those of you with older teams, especially at higher skill 

levels, I’d stress that these should, at a minimum, still form the backbone of how you improve skills, 

teach new techniques, and incorporate escalating levels of concepts and systems.  I truly believe that a 

few of the most fruitful practices I ever had with my JG-A teams consisted of one or two drills over the 

90 minutes, perhaps occurring just in one small corner of the ice – but hitting over and over and over 

again at one specific thing we needed to get better at or a bad habit that simply had to get broken. 

Second, along those same lines, don’t be afraid to create drills that meet your specific needs.  The 

good news for all of us is that there are unlimited resources available for finding and sharing drills; 

however, the even better news is that when you think primarily in terms of focused, isolated activities as 

explained above, it becomes even easier to design or refine your own.  Ask yourself after every game and 

before every practice, “What is it that we most need to work on right now?”  When you frame the answer 

in terms of specifics, it’s quite easy to put pen to paper and come up with something to hammer 

home those objectives, and you’ll perhaps be surprised at how often simpler-is-better.  The real task 

becomes not the drill the noun, but the drill the verb.  The responsibility sits entirely with you, and all the 

other coaches involved, to effectively use the activity to drill into your players the proper mindset, 

approach, and accountability for doing what they need to get the most out of it. 

Third, I’d suggest that we always try to put any given drill into its proper context.  Force yourself to 

understand where that drill fits as a teaching tool within the broad curriculum of your season.  

We’ll perhaps get into this a little further down the road, but what I want to quickly introduce here is 

simply an encouragement to always be thinking and confirming how your drills serve as building 

blocks for effective and logical layering of new or advancing skills, techniques, or concepts.  
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The slippery slope on which we all sometimes find ourselves, often early in seasons, is that we see 

problems or inadequacies, and we think we must address them specifically and immediately, often at the 

expense of more important foundational weaknesses or opportunities.  If it’s a week or two into the 

season and you realize that the little bit of specialty teams guidance you’ve given your PW-B1s just isn’t 

cutting it, and it’s driving you nuts watching them try to run anything resembling a powerplay in the 

offensive zone, the instinctual thing might be to spend a significant amount of time and energy on it at 

the next practice.  However, before you do that, ask yourself how they’re looking in other areas, perhaps 

even within the scope of the broader PP?  Can they run an effective breakout if many of the players 

struggle with simple pivots or J-hooks?  Can they efficiently and methodically carry or move the puck up-

ice if some still stickhandle partially with their heads down or if many of their passes are simply cross-ice 

slaps way off-target?  Have they been taught yet how to come off the boards and fill lanes and have 

some understanding of horizontal vs. vertical hockey?  Do they know yet how you want them, even in 

normal 5-on-5 situations, to attack from the perimeter in the OZ, finding and creating seams and 

misdirections? 

My point is, even though we’re inclined to try to fix everything we see, sometimes for the understandable 

cause of winning a few extra games, please resist the urge to address those items too soon in the season 

– because often it comes at the detriment of valuable time and effort on things even more fundamental, 

and likely in the long-run, more important.  If we can all have a picture and a plan for how we want to 

layer skills and concepts, and yes, eventually systems, then it becomes much easier to filter through 

those competing and often conflicting impulses that bombard us throughout the season.  And the good 

news is this:  those games that you might sacrifice early in the season to perhaps similarly-talented 

teams who have maybe spent half their practice time on specialty teams, elaborate forechecks, or tactical 

face-off schemes – they will tend to pivot nicely in your favor later in the season once your methodical, 

structured, and disciplined (i.e. purposeful) planning begins to fully bear fruit.  Thus, we must make sure 

that we are constantly building, expanding, and strengthening a proper foundation of skills, techniques, 

and concepts in our teams – because when we take shortcuts in that development, we leave far too 

many cracks and voids that, at some point, will eventually hamper continued advancement.   

In conclusion, I hope some of the above perspectives on drills, and how the word itself should be one of 

intentionality and action, can help with how we think about preparation and planning - not just in regards 

to specific practices, but for the layering and unfolding of the entire season.  And hopefully, they’ve 

provided valuable context, along with some relevant initial examples, for how we can all strive to become 

more purposeful in our coaching. 

Until next time – have a great November.  I know we’re all thankful to be back at the rink! 
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-Jonathan 

Jonathan Lindahl has been a member of the Wayzata Youth Hockey Association since 2001 when his oldest 

of four started in the program.  He is a USA Hockey Level 5 and MSHSL certified coach, and over 16 seasons 

head-coached 21 WYHA teams across all boys’ age-levels, from Mites to Junior Gold, as well as girls’ 10U-A 

and 12U-A.  He has coached in eight state tournaments and six state championship games.  In a 24-month 

stretch ending in March 2016, his three Jr. Gold A teams played a total of 14 overtime periods across three 

state championship games versus Edina - culminating just a week later in an overtime victory versus the 

Hornets in the title game of the 20-team USA Hockey National High School Tournament in suburban 

Washington D.C.  Jonathan was a long-time member of WYHA’s Player Development Committee and was 

the 2015 recipient of the Robert S. McNamara Award for “longstanding, unselfish contribution to the 

Wayzata Youth Hockey Association.”  He has a passion for writing about coaching philosophies, strategies, 

and tactics. 

  


